O' Ahura Mazda rise up to us and enlighten us, along with your most beneficent spirit.

O' Wise Lord! Grant us strength through Armaiti (piety), courage through every good offering we dedicate to you, grant us mighty spiritual strength through Asha (Righteousness) and protection through Vohu Mana (Good Mind).

Lord of broad vision, for our guidance please enlighten us about your rules that govern the Universe, those rules which are the reward for Vohu Mana (Good Mind/Good Thinking.) Do reveal unto us O' Radiant Armaiti the Asho (Righteous) teachings of our Din (Religion)

Zarathushtra dedicated even his own life and breath as a gift to God (and followers) in order that there be for Ahura Mazda predominance of Vohu Mana (Good Mind) (in this world) along with the predominance of good deeds and the word (most) allied with Asha (righteousness) so that obedience to Mazda and His (good) rule (will prevail on earth) (Let us therefore follow our prophet in his footsteps and fulfill his wish in every way we can in our own times) Amen!